
The Callaway Speedster

The Definitive Performance/Appearance American Automobile


Reeves Callaway's Speedster is a contemporary functional and styling statement. It revives 
the traditional role of American speedsters from Auburn, Stutz, Mercer ...and the Bonneville 
Salt Flats. The Speedster is the ultimate Callaway Corvette and Callaway Cars has provided 
the benchmark for powerful automobiles since introducing the  Regular Production Option 
B2K from General Motors Twin Turbo Corvette in 1987. 


The Callaway Speedster was a Limited Edition of 10 cars, each built to order and each 
unique in its color combination. No two were the same. Ten Speedsters have been built on 
the L-98 Twin Turbo platform. They are 50-state emission compliant automobiles, meeting 
the requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act and the California Air Resources Board.


Each Callaway Speedster was commissioned and built by agreement between Callaway 
and the client, in the case of Speedster 004 this was Director James Cameron of the  movie, 
Titanic. To this Powerfully Engineered twin turbo platform the client added the Speedster 
body and Connolly hide/Wilton wool interior of choice, exactly as buyers of Duesenbergs, 
Bentleys and Alfa Romeos of the Classic era once selected personal coachwork from 

Murphy, H.J. Mulliner and Zagato.


Each Callaway Speedster client also chose from an infinite color choice, to reflect any life-
style or visual preference. The Speedster's paint palette, from Spies-Hecker, Europe's 
premiere supplier of high quality automotive paint, ranges from solids, through pearls and 
candy metallics applied by paint craftsmen who delight in the fussiest detail. In the tradition 
of Barker, Ghia, Saoutchik and Murphy, before final finish is commenced each Speedster 
client receives exactly painted panels for approval.
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“When the pedal goes down, the Speedster instantly launches into total acceleration.  
The car feels like a jet sled, piling up speed exponentially going into a sweeping turn 
and still gaining.  Velocity rises in a steep, linear climb until we need to slow for a knot 
of traffic.  Then another turn, more speed.  Total grip, phenomenal adhesion. 	  

David Barry, Sports Car International


“It’s about the closest you can come to quantum physics in a  production automobile. 
One moment you are here and standing still, the next you are there and going 60 mph.  
And a moment after that, well...”  	 


John Lamm, Road & Track  
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